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ABSTRACT.   Let   Tg  denote the TeichmUIler space and let   V  denote the

universal family of TeichmUIler surfaces of genus g.   Let   V>fl   denote the   nth

symmetric product of   V  over   T„  and let   J  denote the family of Jacobians

over   T„.   Let  /: Vf   —* J  be the natural relativization over   T„  of the classical
* g °

map defined by integrating holomorphic differentials.   Let

u:f*n\/T —*n%,m.
J/Tg vip\T

lg< lg

be the map induced by  /.   We define Crn   to be the analytic subspace of   VjfJ

defined by the vanishing of  An~r     u.

Put   T = {r + l)(n - r) - rg.   We show that   Gn - G2,   if nonempty, is

smooth of pure dimension   3,j - 3 + T + 1.   From this result, we may conclude
1 2

that, for a generic curve   X,   the fiber of   Gn — Gn   over the module point of X,

if nonempty, is smooth of pure dimension   t + 1,   a classical assertion.

Variational formulas due to Schiffer and Spencer and Rauch are employed

in the study of   G^.

0. Introduction.  Let I be a complete, nonsingular curve of genus g over

an algebraically closed field K.   Let X^"^  denote the nth symmetric product of

X.   Let Grn(X) denote the subvariety of ^n)  of all divisors D of degree «

such that dim |D| > r.   (In the literature, e.g. [12], Grn(X) is often used to de-

note the subvariety of the Jacobian of X consisting of all linear systems of de-

gree «  and projective dimension at least r.)

Put r equal to (r + l)(n - r) - rg. Brill and Noether [2] asserted that if

t were nonnegative and X were a generic curve, then Grn(X) would have dim-

ension t + r. The recent work of Kleiman and Laksov ([10], [11]) and Kempf

[8] shows that for X any curve, if t > 0, then Grn(X) has dimension at least

t + r. We will show, in the case K = C, that if X is a generic curve, then

Gn(X) - G2Ç¥), if nonempty, has dimension r + 1.
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We work in the category of analytic spaces over C We do this because we

want to consider the Teichmüller space, an analytic, but not algebraic, variety [5].

We take the Séminaire Cartan, 1960-61, as our foundational reference. In partic-

ular, we allow the structure sheaf of an analytic space to contain nilpotents.

Let F be an analytic space over C and let E and F be locally free 0Y-

modules of ranks g and n  respectively.  Suppose we are given a map u: E —►

F.  In § 1, we define the analytic space Zr(u) to be given by the vanishing of the

map   A"~r+1u. We then study the infinitesimal structure of Zr(u).

Let S be an analytic space over C and let X be a family of nonsingular

curves of genus g over S.   Let X^"^  denote the nth symmetric product of X

over S and let  Js  denote the family of Jacobians over S (cf. [7], [15]).

Suppose we are given a map /: X^"^ —► Js. Let

u:f*n]    -+n*,x
Js/s        4%

be the map induced by /.  We study the analytic space Zr(u) C X^"^  in the fol-

lowing situation: S = 7 , the Teichmüller space, X is the universal family of

Teichmüller surfaces of genus g, and / is the natural relativization over  Tg of

the classical map from the nth symmetric product of a curve into its Jacobian

defined by integrating a basis of homomorphic differentials (cf. §2). We let  Grn

denote Zr(u) in this situation.

In order to understand explicitly the above map /, we must use. certain

variational formulas which are similar to those derived by Schiffer and Spencer

[19], but much closer in form to those appearing in Rauch [18]. We also need a

theorem due to Patt [17] concerning local coordinates at a point of Tg.

Our main result is:

Theorem.   Suppose y G G„ - G2.   Then the dimension of the tangent

space to  G„ at y is  3g - 3 + t + 1.

From this result, we can conclude that if X is a generic compact Riemann

surface, then Gn(X) - G2(X), if nonempty, is smooth of pure dimension  t + 1.

As an application, we show that the subvariety of Tg, for g > A, of curves

with nonempty G\  (so-called "trigonal" curves), is of dimension  2g+\, a re-

sult which was known to Severi [22] and B. Segre [20].

In a sequel to this paper, we will show that if r > 0 then  G2  (resp.  G^)

has a component of dimension  3g - 3 + t + 2 (resp.  3g - 3 + t + 3). The proof

involves computations using the examples of Riemann surfaces given by Meis [16].

The author would like to thank D. Laksov, M. Artin, A. Mattuck and, most

of all, his thesis advisor S. L. Kleiman for their generous help.
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1. Zr(u) and its infinitesimal structure.  Let S be an analytic space over

C. Denote by ((An/S)) the category of analytic spaces over S. Let  Y be an

analytic space over S and let E and F be locally free  0 y-modules of ranks

g and n respectively. Suppose we are given a map u: E —* F.  Define the func-

tor Zr(u): ((An/S))° -* ((Sets)) by

/ n-r+l

Zr(u)(T) =<gC Horn (7, Y)\    A    £*" = 0

We wish to show that this functor is represented by an analytic subspace of Y.

Definition 1  [5].  Let S be an analytic space and let

G: ((An/S))° -* ((Sets))

be a functor. We say that  G is of a local nature if for every  7 the presheaf

U f—> G(U), where  U runs through the open sets of 7,  is a sheaf.

Remark.   This is the analog to the notion of a Zariski sheaf in the category

of contravariant functors from ((Schemes)) to ((Sets)).

Lemma 1.   Let (S¡) be a covering of an analytic space S by open sets.

Let G: ((An/S))° —* ((Sets)) be a functor.   Then  G is representable iff G is

of a local nature and for every i,  the functor G/S¡: ((An/S¡))°—* ((Sets)) is

representable.

Proof.   [5, Corollary 5.7 of Exposé 7].

Our functor Zr(u) is clearly of a local nature. Hence, by the lemma, its

representability is a local question.

Let y be a point of  Y.   Since E and F are locally free of ranks g and

n  respectively, the map u is given locally at y  by an n x g matrix   \fjk]  of

functions regular at y.  The functor Zr(u) is then locally represented by the

closed analytic subspace defined by the vanishing of the minors of order n — r +

1  of the matrix   ]f.-k]. Thus we have

Proposition 1.   Zr(u) is represented by a closed analytic subspace of Y.

We will also use Zr(u) to denote this analytic subspace.

Put p = rank(« ® n(y)). Locally at y, both E and F split off a direct

summand of rank p,  and u  maps one summand isomorphically onto the other.

The map that u  induces on the other two summands is given by an  (n - p) x

(g- p) matrix   [ek]   of functions regular at y.  The analytic space Zr(u) is

also defined locally at y by the vanishing of the minors of order (n - r + 1 - p)

of the matrix  [e/fc]   (cf. [10]).

Proposition 2.   Assume r>0.  Then the points of Zr+1 (u) are singular

points of Zr(u).

Y
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Proof.  Suppose y GZr+ *(u). Then we have p<n-r.  By construction,

the e/fc  above vanish at y, hence are in the maximal ideal m  of 0Y y The

analytic space Zr(u) is defined locally at v by the vanishing of the minors of

order (n - r + 1 - p) of the matrix   [e/fc]   and, since p<n-r, all these mi-

nors are of order at least 2, hence are in m2. Thus y  cannot be a smooth point

of ZTu).

We want now to study the infinitesimal structure of Zr(u). Let  % denote

a tangent vector to  Y at y.  We will also use  % to denote the comorphism,

which is a C-homomorphism of local rings (■: Oy„ —>-C[e]/(e2).

We are interested in seeing when % is a tangent vector to Zr(u) at y.   By

definition, this will be true if  A"-r+ l%*u = 0.

Proposition 3. % is a tangent vector to Zr(u) at y iff the minors of

order n-r + 1  of the matrix [£(/}*)]   are all zero.

Proof.  It is easy to see that the map %*u is given by the matrix

[Wjk)] • Thus we have   f\"~r+ '£*" = 0 iff the minors of order n-r+1

of  Wjk)\   all vanish.

We now assume that Y is smooth of dimension m over C. Let y G Y

and let ox, • • • , om be local parameters on Y at y. Let s; in C be given

by

Z(o,) = s,e,     /= 1,2, •••,/«.

Then, by Taylor's Theorem, we have

m      àfjk

«//*)=//*oo + ez si~to<y>'
1= 1      00I

The vanishing of the minors of order n-r+1   of the matrix   [£(/}fc)]

gives rise to linear equations in the s;. These equations must be satisfied for  %

to be a tangent vector to Zr(u) at y.  If we view sx,- • • , sm   as being un-

knowns, then the dimension of the solution space of this system of equations is

the dimension of the tangent space to Zr(u) at y.

If y G Zr(u) - Zr+1 (u), we will want to use the following lemma.

Lemma 2.   Let A  be a commutative ring (with unit). Let M = [ajlc] be

an m x n matrix over A. Suppose that a minor p of order r is a unit, and

that every minor of order r+1  containing p vanishes.   Then every minor of

order r+1  vanishes.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that p is the leading

(i.e., upper left) minor of order r. Since p is a unit, we may perform column

operations using the first r columns to change M to the matrix
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M' =
ar+l,l  ' ' ' ar+l,r

a    .     • • • aum,\ "m,r
N

where N is an (m - r) x (n - r) matrix.

Then by row operations, using the first r rows, we may change M'  to the

matrix

M
|_0   •   N ]

where N is the same matrix as before.

Now, no minor containing p is affected by performing these row and column

operations. Hence, the minors of order r + 1   of M" which contain p are all

zero. Thus N is the zero matrix.

But this implies that every column of M is a linear combination of the first

r columns of M.   Hence, every minor of order r+1   of M is zero.   D

Suppose now that y G Zr(u) - Zr+1 (u). Then the matrix   [/jfc]   has rank

n — r.  We may thus assume that the leading minor of order n - r of  \f.k], call

it p, is nonzero.  Let p'  denote the leading minor of order n - r of  [&/**)].

Then p — p + ce, for some c G C.  Since  u is nonzero, p!  does not lie in

the maximal ideal of C[e]/(e2), hence is a unit. We then have, by Proposition 3

and Lemma 2, that % is a tangent vector to Zr(u) at y  iff the minors of order

n - r + 1  of  [£(/}fc)]   which contain p   all vanish.  Obviously, there are

r(g - n + r) such minors.  If the equations in the sl given by the vanishing of

these minors are linearly independent (over C), then the dimension of the tangent

space to Zr(u) at y  is m - r(g - n + r). We could then conclude that  v  is a

smooth point of Zr(u) by virtue of the following proposition.

Proposition 4.   Either Zr(u) is empty, or each component has codimen-

sion at most r(g-n + r) in  Y.

Proof.  This is proved in [9] for  Y a scheme. With the obvious modif-

ications, the proof is valid for  Y an analytic space.

2. The universal family of Teichmüller surfaces.  In [5], Grothendieck

proved the following

Theorem 1.  There exist an analytic space  Tg and a family  V of

Teichmüller surfaces of genus g over Tg which is universal in the following

sense: for every family X of Teichmüller surfaces of genus g over an analytic

space S, there exists a unique map <ï>: S —► Tg, such that X is isomorphic

(as a family of Teichmüller surfaces) to the pullback via $ of V/Tg.
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7   is called the Teichmüller space (for Teichmüller surfaces of genus g).

The Teichmüller space is a smooth, irreducible, and simply connected analytic

space [5].

Let h: V—*Tg denote the structural morphism.  By well-known topolog-

ical facts, since  7   is simply connected, the fiber bundle Rxh^L is trivial.  Thus,

there are sections of this bundle which give rise to cycles y¡(s), ôf(s), i = 1, • • • , g,

which form a canonical homology basis for HX(VS, Z), sGTg   [15].

Consider the sheaf i2-/r .  For all s G Tg, we have

dim H°(VS, fi1       ® k(s)) = dim H°(VS, Q*y - g.

Hence, n#i2-,r    is a vector bundle of rank g over  7   and we have

n^^®^)^//0^, ay

by [4].

Choose holomorphic sections df* i = 1, • • • , g,  of n#i2-^r    such that

{c/?f(s)}f=1   is a basis for H°(VS, Í2JK ), s G 7*,  (cf. [15]). Put   *

""V = /,,-(,) <(S)'      **(s) = /a,,,) <<*>•      * / - ». « 7 tf

For each s G 7^, the matrix  [a,y(s), ô,y(s)]   is the period matrix of Vs.

Recall that the columns of this matrix generate a maximal lattice subgroup of C*.

Let  J be the quotient of 7. x C* by this family of lattices. The induced pro-

jection  J —* Tg gives a complex analytic family of complex tori, the fiber Js

being the Jacobian variety of the Teichmüller surface   Vs  [15].

Since our concern will only be local, we assume that there exist sections of

V—*- Tg. Let Pq(s) be such a section. As in [15], define a map  \¡j: V —> J

by

IK*. P) = is, fPpt(s) dS*(s), • • •, J*.w dtp))   mod periods

for PGVS.

Denote by   V^  the nth symmetric product of V over  7_  (cf. [7]).

Extend  \p  to a map*/: *rn) —► J as follows. If $6 7^ and D G (V^n))s is

the divisor  2"=17f on  Fs, then

f(s, D) = /s, ¿ j^w df*(s), • • •, ¿ j^w </#,)\  mod periods.

Let
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»•■r"W-*%<«)

be the map induced by f   Since  J and   vW  are smooth over  7„  of relative
g

dimensions g and n  respectively, the sheaves

f\l\,       and   fl»
Kr_/r

are locally free of ranks g and n  respectively. Thus, we may consider the ana-

lytic subspace Zr(u)CVTn^  of§l. We will denote by  Grn  the analytic space

Zr(u) which arises in this situation. We will see in §4 that (Grn)s is what was

denoted by Grn(Vs) in §0.

We wish to study the infinitesimal structure of Grn. To do this, we need

explicit knowledge of the above map /.  And to obtain this knowledge, we need

certain variational formulas which are contained in the next section.

3. The variational formula.  For a detailed treatment of the material in this

section, the reader is referred to Rauch [18] or Patt [17].

Let X be a compact Riemann surface of genus g > 0.  Let F = (yx, • • • ,

yg) and A = (S x, • • • , Ô ) be a canonical homotopy basis and let  n  be the

simply connected surface obtained by the canonical dissection of X determined

by T and A (cf. [23]).

Let w be a point in the interior of II  and let tw v(z) denote the (norm-

alized) elementary integral of the second kind with pole of order v + 1  at w

and zero  T-periods.

Let t be an Abelian integral of the first kind.  Let a¡, i = 1, • • • , g,

denote the  f-periods of dt; that is,

af =  I    dt,      i = 1,
Jy,-

,g-

The value of the derivatives of a determination of f  at w and the periods of

the differentials drwv  are related by

F+t)w=é £*i L*»,M
ltd    /=1

which follows from the bilinear relation for differentials of the first and second

kinds [23, p. 260].

Let ß,, • • • , Qn  be distinct points in the interior of II  such that all the

Qj are different from w and none of the ß/ is a zero of dt- Let  f;-,  /=1,

■ ■ ■ , n, be a local parameter at  Q-. Let Dx, • ■ ■ , Dn  be disjoint disks about

ßi> ' ' ' » ß„  respectively, such that D}- lies in the domain of t¡, is completely
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contained in the interior of II  and such that no D;- contains either w or any

zero of dt.

Inside D¡, we can vary the local parameter  t¡ to a new parameter  t¡

given by

tj~ tj + Cj/tf,     j=\,"-,n,

where c- is sufficiently small. This defines a new Riemann surface X*, having

the same canonical homotopy basis as X has (since all variations take place in

the interior of II).

Let  t* be the Abelian integral of first kind on X* with the same  F-

periods as f. We wish to compute

At(v+1\w) = tHv+1)(w) - t(v+l)(w).

Notation.  drw „df is a (not necessarily finite) quadratic differential on X.

Locally at ß-, we may write drwvdt = h(t¡)dt2. We now introduce the nota-

tion r'WtV(Q$(Qj) for A(0).

Utilizing the techniques and formulas in [18] and [17], one can obtain the

following proposition:

Proposition 5.

AfC+1>(w) - v\  ¿ cmr'w v(Qm)t'(QJ + 0(c2)
m=l

where c = max,<m<„|cm|.

We will also want to use the following theorem, due to Patt [17] :

Theorem 2. One may choose 3g- 3 points ß,, • • •, Qsg-3 on X

such that, if cm  is the variation parameter at Qm, then a neighborhood of the

origin in the cx, • • • , c3g_ 3  space describes a complex-analytic structure for

a neighborhood of X in the Teichmüller space. Moreover, the set of collections

of 3g-3 points with this property is open in X3g~3.

Proof.  The first assertion follows from Theorems 2 and 4 of [17].  Al-

though Patt does not state the second assertion, his proofs demonstrate it, as was

noted by Farkas [3, p. 885].

4. The equations which define the tangent space. Let X be a compact

Riemann surface of genus g > 1. Let {y¡, 8¡}g-x be a canonical homotopy

basis and let   [dtk}gk=x   be a basis of the holomorphic differentials. Put

A., =ik'L^k'  /.*-!.•••.*n,
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Let P be a point of X and let  t be a local parameter on X at P.

Write

dtk = Z ak/dt.
1=0

Fix a point P0  different from P.   Choose a point (ß,, • • • , Q3g_3) from the

open subset of X3g~ 3  in Theorem 2 such that all the  Qm   are different from

P and 70  and such that none of the  Qm   is a zero of any dtk. Perform the

variation described in §3, taking the disk about each Qm   sufficiently small so

that no two disks intersect and no disk contains P, P0, or any zero of any dtk.

Let cm   denote the variation parameter at  Qm,  m = 1, • • ■ , 3g - 3, as in §3.

Let s0 G Tg be the module point of X (i.e.,  Vs   = X). By definition

of the variation, there exists a complex-analytic neighborhood  U of s0  in  Tg

such that, for all s G U, the curves   {y¡, 8¡}g- x   are a canonical homotopy

basis on  Vs>, the points P0  and P are on  V¿, and t is a local parameter

on   V¿  at P.  Choose holomorphic sections dt*,  k = I,- • ■ , g, of h+Sly/T

such that

J   dt*k(s) -¿/fc,      s'GU,     f, k- 1, • ; • ,f

(cf. [15, §3]).

Proposition 6.   MfA notation as in §3 and aèove, i/we de/ïne a*, Z>y

df* = 2jl0a* ;í'dí,  fnen we nave

<I = «M +  Y Cm-rP¿QmK®m) + <*&•
m = l

Proof. The variational formula (Proposition 5) shows that this equality

holds in a complex-analytic neighborhood of (s0, P) on V. This is the main

import of the variational formula.

In order to study the map

u:f*£l\/T  -+Í21,.,
•V g

of §2, we first consider the divisor nP on X.   Let  tx,---,tn  be n  copies

of t,  and let ox,---,on   denote the n  elementary symmetric functions in

'i>-••>'„•

Proposition 7.   Local parameters on   vi?** at (s0, nP) are given by
g

cl> ' ' ' » c3y-3>   al> ' ' " » °n-
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Proof.   By Theorem 2, local parameters on  Tg at s0  are given by c,,

• • • , c3g_3. By [1], local parameters on X^"^  at nP are given by  ox, ■ • • ,

on. By the definition of the variation in §3, local parameters on  (I^V  at nP,

for s G U, me also given by  ox, • • • , on. Thus, local parameters on   V^^  at

(s0, nP) are given by cx, ■ ■ ■ , c3g_3, ox, • • • , a„.

Put

t¡ = t[ dtx + • • • + tn dtn,     j = 0, 1, 2, • • •.

We have

Propositions.   The space of holomorphic l-forms on X is naturally iso-

morphic to the space of holomorphic l-forms on X^"\  Both these spaces are

isomorphic to the space of symmetric holomorphic l-forms on the Cartesian prod-

uct X". If dt = 2¡l0a/dr is a holomorphic l-form on X and dt is the

corresponding symmetric holomorphic l-form on X",  then dt = E^L^Tf.

Proof.   [14, pp. 226-227].

This result is easily seen to relativize to the following proposition.

Proposition 9.   The space of relative holomorphic l-forms on   V^f^ over

Tg and the space of relative holomorphic l-forms on   V over 7   are naturally

isomorphic.  Both spaces are isomorphic to the space of relative symmetric holo-

morphic l-forms on   V% ,  the product over T„ of n copies of V, over 7_.
~ g s °

If dtk* is the relative symmetric holomorphic l-form on   V^.    over Tg corre-

sponding to dtk (cf. Proposition 6), then

dT*k = Z 4,ñ-
1=0

We will identify relative symmetric holomorphic l-forms on  V^.    over  Tg

and relative holomorphic l-forms on  V^  over  7 .
~ g

Now, we can express dt * in terms of doj, • • • , don  by using the follow-

ing identities [14] :

<Vo ~Ok-lTl + " " + f- lfTk = dak+x.

(By convention, ok = 0 and dok = 0 if k > n.) Inverting these identities,

and writing out only the linear terms, we obtain

T* = (- l)*(rf°fc+i - °idok-okdax)

+ higher order terms.

Thus we may write
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dt*k -ti- l)'[ki+ 'E' Cmr'P/QmK(Qm))
1=0 [_\ m=l '

(#) "I
(do¡+ j - Ojda,-o-jda^J + 0(o2, c2)

where 0(o2,c2) denotes higher order terms in the  oy  and the cm.

By definition of the map /: V^ —> J in §2, it is easy to see that / is

given at (s0, nP) by

f(sQ, nP) = L, fPpo df>0)> ' * • >fPpQ d?*g(s0Yj   mod periods

where the integrals fp dt £(s0) are evaluated by recalling that tx, • • •, tn  are

just copies of t.   Let  3f£/3oy be given by

~* "     àtk

k    ¡=i 9°/     '

Then we have

Proposition 10.   7ñe map

r*ol

VTg/Tg

is given locally at (s0, nP) by the matrix

[Sf^/Soy],     /= 1, ■-• ,n, k= 1, -•• ,g.

Proof.  This follows easüy from the definitions of / and  9f£/9a-. (Com-

pare with [3] and [6].)

Remark.   Let / denote the Jacobian variety of X and let /0: X(n* —►

J be the classical map (i.e., the map / ® k(s0)). Then the matrix M =

[(dffc/SoyXso, nP)]   is the matrix of the map u0: /Ji2j —»• S21 (n)  at nP

(cf. [3], [6] ). It is then easy to see that  (Gr„)s    is what was denoted by Grn(X)

in §0.

Now let % be a tangent vector to   V^  at (s0, nP). Let s;- and  bm   in

C be given by

1(0"/) = ¡¡¡e,     j=l,'--,n,

&cm) = bme>   m = \,---,3g-3.

Then, using Taylor's Theorem as in § 1, we have
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3¿r-3        b2t*k

+ e   Z     fcm ̂-¡7 («o- ̂>-
»1=1 ocmoaj

We will now use (#) to compute the partial derivatives of 3fj!/3oy with re-

spect to  o i and with respect to cm. (We remind the reader that the functions

o¡ and cm   vanish at  (s0, n7).) We obtain

T-^(s0,nP) = (-\y+laktj+l_x
OOjOOj

and

^■(s0,n7) = ri>i/_1(ßm)r;(ßm).

Substituting these expressions for the partial derivatives evaluated at (s0, nP)

into (1) gives us

Proposition 11.

+ e3£3  ^^./-i(Ôm)^(Ôm)-
m=l

Now on to the general case.  Consider a divisor D on X of the form

D = mxPx + • • • + md7d. Assume D is in  G£(X)  and choose a basis   {dffc}^=1

of the holomorphic differentials on X such that the last  i = dim H1 (X, 0X(D))

of them vanish on D.

In performing the variation in §3, choose a point  (Qx, ■ • • , Q3g_3) from

the open set in X3g~ 3  in Theorem 2 so that each Qm   is different from P0,

Px, ■ ■ ■ , Pd  and any other zero of any dffc.  (The choice of this point will be

further modified later.) Take the disk about each Qm   sufficiently small so that

no two disks intersect and such that no disk contains P0, Px, • • ■ , Pd or any

other zero of any dtk.

Let fi: V^1^ —► J be the map defined in §2  and let'       g

urf?alj/Tmm-+al«'0
VTgiTg
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be the map induced by f-.. The obvious map

V^
TAm2^ rAmd'>

X„     Vrr X™     • • •   X™     Kt   uTg ' Tg v™     r T
*g      lS

r(n)

is a local analytic isomorphism by an argument analogous to that given in [14] in

the case of a curve over a field. Locally, the map / is the one induced by the

fj and the map u is the one induced by the Uj. Thus, the matrix of u locally

at (s0, D) is obtained by "stacking" the matrices of the u.- locally at (s0, m^Pj).

Let  % be a tangent vector to   V^  at  (s0, D) and let  £;- be the tangent

vector to   vÇ'   at (s0, m¡P}) inducea by |, for / » 1, • • •, d.  Then the

matrix of £*«  is obtained by "stacking" the matrices of the  %*u¡, for ; = 1,

• • • , d.

Let  M'  denote the matrix of £*«.   Let p denote the leading minor of

order n-r of M, the matrix  [(9?fc/9o/)(s0' ̂ )3 >  m^ ^et M   denote the lead-

ing minor of order n-r of M". Then we have p = p + ce for some c in C.

Now, by our choice of a basis of the holomorphic differentials on X, the last /

columns of M are identically zero, hence the last i columns of M"  contain

"pure"  e terms (i.e., members of the maximal ideal of C[e]/(e2)). Thus, in

computing a minor of order n - r + 1  containing p!, any  e's in the first n -

r columns will be "kUled" by the  e in the last column of the minor of order

n - r + 1. Hence, we have established

Lemma 3. For purposes of computing the minors of order n - r + 1 of

M', we may replace the first n-r columns of M' by the first n-r columns

of M.

Let  M  denote the resulting matrix.

M has a particularly nice form in the case that D = Px + P2 + • • • + 7n,

with all points distinct.  Let  t» be a local parameter at P¡ and write dffc =

<Pjikdtj. Then we have

M = j = 1, • •• ,n

k= !,•••, g -i

^g-^

e (Sj^Pj) +   Xt    bmT'pjfi(Qm)mm)

j= 1, •• • ,n

k=g - i + !,-••, g

Going back to the general case, recall that, by Proposition 1, £  will be a

tangent vector to  Grn  at  (s0, D) iff the minors of order n - r + 1   of the

matrix M  all vanish.  Assume D = mxPx + • • • + mdPd  is in Grn(X) - Grn+1(X).

Then the matrix M has rank precisely n-r.  Hence, by permuting the rows of
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M, if necessary, we end up with a matrix whose leading minor of order n-r,

which we will denote by p, is nonzero. We will continue to denote this matrix

by M, although its form may differ slightly from that specified earlier.

Perform the same row permutations as above on the matrix M  and denote

the resulting matrix also by  M.  Then p is also the leading minor of order n-r

of M, so we may apply Lemma 2. Thus, for all the minors of order n - r + 1

of M  to vanish, it is sufficient that every minor of order n - r + 1  which con-

tains p vanishes. The vanishing of each of these minors gives rise to a linear

equation in the s- and the bm.

Let Pjk denote the minor of order n - r + 1  of M  obtained by adjoin-

ing to p the first n-r elements of the  (n-r + ;)th row of M  and the first

n-r elements and the (n - r + /)th element of the  (n-r + k)th column of

M  (thus / runs from 1 through r and k runs from 1 through i).  The equa-

tion Pj k = 0 is of the form eE, k = 0 where E, k is a linear equation in the

Sj and the bm  with coefficients in C.

We wUl now view the s- and the bm as being unknowns (as in §1). Thus,

Ej k is an equation in 3g - 3 + n unknowns. By the discussion after Proposition

1, the dimension of the tangent space to  Grn  at (s0, D) is

3g — 3 + n — (the number of E. k which are linearly independent).

Consider the coefficient of bm   in E- k. This coefficient will be a linear

combination of certain of the t'p, v(Qm)t'k(Qm)- That is, the coefficient of bm

wUl be a certain quadratic differential (the above linear combination of certain of

the dTp_vdtk) evaluated at the point Qm. It should be noted that, by the

symmetry of the matrix  M  in the bm, this quadratic differential does not de-

pend on m, but only on / and k.   The coefficient of bx   in E¡ k  is the value

of this quadratic differential at  Qx, the coefficient of b2  in E,k  the value at

ß2, etc. Put a- k equal to the above linear combination of certain of the

drP,vdtk. Then a;- k  is a (not necessarily finite) quadratic differential.

Notation. Choose a local parameter um on X at Qm and write a¿ k =

g(um)du2n. Then we will write a.- k(Qm) for g(0). Hence, by the above discus-

sion, cij k(Qm) is the coefficient of bm  in E¡ k.

Our aim now is to show that, in certain situations, by suitably choosing the

point (ßj, • • • , Q3g_3), we may conclude that the B.k  are linearly indepen-

dent.  Assume that ri < 3g - 3.  By elementary linear algebra, to conclude that

the Ej k  are linearly independent, it is sufficient to show that the matrix of co-

efficients

A = [0L¡¡k(Qm)],     j = 1, • • •, r; k = 1, • • •, i; m = 1, • • •, ri,

is nonsingular.
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Lemma 4.  Assume that the ctj k for j = 1, • • • , r and k = 1, • • •, i,

are linearly independent and that ri < 3g - 3.  Then we may choose a point

(ßi, * * * » Q^g-z) from the open set in X3g~3 in Theorem 2 such that each

Qm  is different from P0 and no Qm  is a zero of dtx, ' ' ■ , dtg and such that

the above matrix A  is nonsingular.

Proof.  The lemma will follow readily from the following

Sublemma. Let ßx,---,ßn  be n linearly independent quadratic differ-

entials on X.  Let U be an open set contained in X".   Then we may choose a

point (Px, • • • , Pn) G U such that each Pm  is different from a finite set of

points of X and such that the matrix [ß,(Pk)]   (j = 1, • • • , n, k = 1, • • • , n)

is nonsingular.

Proof.  By induction on n.  If n = 1, then ßx   is a nontrivial quadratic

differential. Hence, ßx  is nonzero and finite on a dense open set of X.  So,

given any open set in X, there exists a point in that set satisfying the requirements

of the Sublemma.

Now suppose  U is an open set contained in X". Let  V be the projection

of U onto Xn~x. Then  V is open and, by induction, we may choose a point

(P0, • • • , Pn_ j) G V such that each Pm   is different from a finite set of points

of X and such that the leading subdeterminant of order n - 1  of the determinant

|/31(i>1)-"/3i(^-i)   0i

&,(?,)••• ft,«?»-1)   ft.|

is nonzero. Expanding the full determinant by the last column, we obtain a non-

trivial linear combination of ßx,---,ßn. By the linear independence of these

quadratic differentials, this linear combination is a nontrivial quadratic differential,

hence is nonzero and finite on an open dense set  W contained in X.  Since  U

is open in X"  and  W is dense in X, we may choose a point in the intersection

of U and   {(P0, • • • , Pn_x)} x W which satisfies the requirements of our Sub-

lemma.

Now, since the set of points in X3g~ 3  in Theorem 2 is open, it is easy to

see that we may choose a point  (Qx, • • • , Q3g_3) in this set such that each

Qm  is different from P0  and the zeros of df x, • ■ ■ , dtg and so that Qx, • • • ,

Qri make the matrix A  nonsingular.  This completes the proof of the lemma.

We then have
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Proposition 12.   Suppose D is in Grn(X) - Grn+1 (X) and that ri <

3g- 3.  77ien if all the a¡ k are linearly independent, the dimension of the tan-

gent space to  Gr„ at (s0, D) is 3g - 3 + r + r.

Proof.  By Lemma 4, we may choose a point (Qx, • • • , Q3g_ 3) from

the open set in Theorem 2 such that each of the Qm  is different from P0  and

the zeros of dfp • • • , dtg (note that this latter set includes the points of D),

and such that the equations E¡ k  are linearly independent. Thus the dimension

of the tangent space to Grn  at (s0, D) is 3g - 3 + n - ir = 3g - 3 + r + r.

In the next section, we show that if D is in G\(X) - G2(X), then the

Oyfc  are linearly independent.  (Note that we have i* < 3g - 3  if g > 1.)

5. The dimension of Gn- G2. For simplicity, we will first treat a divisor

consisting of n  distinct points.  So assume D = Px + P2 + • • • + Pn, all points

distinct, is in G^X) - G2n(X). Recall that the matrix M  is

M = /= 1, •" ,n

k=\,"- ,g-i

(*Wj> +    Z     ̂ koöW&ßm))
N m = l ' '

/= l,"', H

*-#-# + !, ,g

Let l/l denote the minor of order n - 1 obtained by omitting the ;'th

row from the matrix [fijk(P¡)] (j' = 1, • • • , n, k = 1, • • •, g - i). Then we

have

«i,*(ô)= Z (- tf-Hflrk.oGöC*-!«»
y=i '

for A: = 1, 2, • • • , i.  Suppose we had a linear relation of the form  Xk-Xakax k

= 0 with some a¡ nonzero. Then this would imply that

(*) Z (- D'-'i/ i^,0(ö)J Í Z **fU*-i(ô)j = o

But the dTp, 0, / = 1, • • • , n,  are linearly independent, since they have

poles at different points. This, together with the fact that  \n\ ¥= 0, implies that

there is a dense open set of points of X where the expression 2£_i(- iy_1l/l7>. 0(ß)

is nonzero.

And the linear independence of df„, • • • , dtg, together with the fact that

some a, is nonzero, implies that the expression 2k=xakt'n+k_x(Q) is nonzero

on a dense open set of points of X.  Hence, we may choose a point  ß such that

(*) is nonzero, contradicting the assumption that at t, • • • ,«j j are linearly

dependent.
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Now suppose D = mxPx + • • • + mdPd  is in Gn(X) - G2(A0- Then we

have

«i,*(0 « ?;+fc-i(0(U lr;i>0(ß) + •••+(- \)n-X\n\r'pd/nd_x(Q)).

Hence, if there existed a linear relation  'Eik=xakax k = 0, we would have

t

k =
Z  «*r;+*-i(J2)) I II \r'Pvo(Q) + '••+(- I)""1!" \r'pdmd_x(Q)j = 0.

The same reasoning as in the case of simple points applies, since drP 0,

' ' ' » dtp m _ i are easüy seen to be linearly independent (they either have

poles at different points or have poles of differing orders at the same point).

Remark.   The above reasoning shows that if DGGrn- Grn+1,  then the

aj,k for a fixed j are linearly independent.

Theorem 3. Gn-Gl, if nonempty, is smooth of pure dimension  3g-

3 + T+ 1.

Proof.  Let (s0, D) be any point of G„- G2,. By Proposition 12 and

the work of this section, we may conclude that the dimension of the tangent

space to  Gn  at (s0> D) is  3g - 3 + r + 1.  By Proposition 4, the dimension

of Gn  at (s0, D) is at least  3g-3 + t + I, hence  Gn  is smooth at  (s0, D)

and has dimension precisely  3g-3 + t + I.

Remark.   Theorem 3 does not depend upon t being nonnegative.

Theorem 4.   Suppose that Gn(X) - G2n(X) is nonempty for a generic

curve X.   Then Gn(X) - G2(A!), for a generic X,  is smooth of pure dimension

r + 1.

Proof.  Under our assumption, the image of Gn - G2  in  Tg would be

a dense open subspace  U.   By Sard's Theorem, since  Gn - G2   is smooth, the

generic fiber of the map  Gn- G2 —*■ U is smooth.  And since  U has dimension

3g - 3  and  Gn - G2  has dimension  3g - 3 + t + 1, the generic fiber has dim-

ension t + 1. Thus, for a generic curve, Gn(X)-G2(X) is smooth of dimen-

sion  T + 1.

Remark.   If t > 0, then by [10] we know that Grn(X) is nonempty.

If we knew that Grn(X) were reduced for a generic X, then, since the points

of Grn+1   are singular points of Grn, we could conclude that Grn(X) - Grt^1(X)

is nonempty for generic X if t > 0.

6. Moduli of trigonal curves.  A trigonal curve is a curve X such that

G\(X) is nonempty. We can use Theorem 3 to compute the moduli of trigonal

curves.  By Clifford's Theorem,  G2  is empty hence, by Theorem 3,  G\, if
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nonempty, is smooth of pure dimension  3g - 3 + r + 1. Now r = 2(3 - 1) -

g = A - g, so  G\, if nonempty, has dimension  2g + 2.

By Theorem 1 of [12], we have that, for g > A, if G\(X) is nonempty,

then every component has dimension at least  5-g and at most 2, with the

upper bound occurring if and only if X is hyperelliptic. So, if there exists a

nonhyperelliptic trigonal curve of genus g, then we must have that the dimension

of the generic fiber of the map  G\ —* Tg is  1. Examples of such curves (for

every g > 3) are given in [la, p. 196].(') Hence, the dimension of the subvar-

iety of Tg, for g > A, of trigonal curves is 2g + 2-l = 2g+l. This agrees

with the number which appears in Segre [20] and Severi [22].
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